Fabricating
with
purpose
Missouri fabricator fosters employee engagement
By Tim Heston, Senior Editor

T

he flood of 1993 changed everything at
Cambridge Engineering. Managers at the
manufacturer of commercial heating and
air movement systems were told that the levy
on the Missouri River, near Chesterfield Mo., just
west of St. Louis, wouldn’t break. But it did break,
the shop flooded, and the manufacturer had no
choice but to buy new CNC machines.
“It was at that time we were introduced to what
new CNC machines could offer, and the importance of quick setup and changeover.”
So said Mike Mueller, vice president of manufacturing, talking in late October with a group
of visiting fabricators who were part of LeanFab
Workshop & Tours, a lean manufacturing conference focused on the high-mix, low-volume shop
and organized by the Fabricators & Manufacturers
Association Intl.
The flood was a turning point for Cambridge.
During the ensuing years the company gradually transitioned away from traditional batch-style
production toward single-piece part flow, with all
components needed for one product moving in
kits to processes downstream.
In the middle of this came the Great Recession.
The downturn affected commercial construction
dramatically, and Cambridge saw its sales plummet
by more than 50 percent. Sustaining sales through
tough times were newly launched products in other markets, leveraging the company’s core technology and applying it to other sectors.
Still, managers knew things had to change. At
the time the company’s average annual employee
turnover was 80 percent. High turnover isn’t that
uncommon in businesses tied to commercial construction. Cambridge’s busy time occurs during
the last five months of the year, and so it would
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hire temporary workers for those months. “We
essentially were throwing labor at the problem,”
Mueller said.
But such high turnover makes it tough to develop collaboration, teamwork, and a good corporate
culture. After all, it’s tough to develop good working relationships if most of your co-workers will be
gone soon.
Today, even though demand remains highly cyclical, average turnover has plummeted to about 5
percent a year. How? As Bruce Kisslinger explained,

Figure 1
At the Education Station, workers place defective parts
so that they can analyze the problem, educate each other, and learn from the error.

Figure 2
The company’s new punch press can process this screen
much faster than its laser can. The one modern punch
press is more productive than the two presses it replaced.

Cambridge Engineering’s punch press performs inprocess tapping, which eliminates the need for the secondary process.

it took a lot more than preaching the virtues of lean
and single-piece part flow. In fact, the title on his
business card says it all: Vice President of Quality,
Keeper of the Corporate Culture.
Kisslinger should know all about his company’s
culture; he’s worked there more than 40 years.
When he arrived, the shop floor had typical manual equipment of the day, like mechanical leaf brakes
with foot pedals and manual lever punches. But he
remembers the racks most of all—so many racks.
Material handlers scurried around the floor all day,
looking for and retrieving parts, then carrying processed parts back to yet another rack. It was classic batch-style processing. It could take 12 weeks
or longer to produce one unit. Meanwhile, piles of
work-in-process tied up cash and wreaked havoc
on the balance sheet.
Today workers at Cambridge Engineering produce
three times more annually than they did 10 years
ago, and they do it in a smaller facility. Lead-times
also have shortened by 75 percent. How did they
do it? Many elements factor into the equation, but
Mueller pointed out the common thread: “Somebody who’s engaged [in their work] is worth two to
three times those people who aren’t engaged.”
To that end, managers and front-line workers together help develop and continually improve employee engagement. It all boils down to two words,
really: People care.
A Different CPI
Core to such engagement is CPI. This has nothing
to do with consumer prices; at Cambridge it stands
for continuous process improvement. The company
has several CPI teams that focus on certain areas of
the business and shop floor. These teams are conta-

Figure 3
These custom carts make single-piece part flow possible.
They carry every sheet metal part for each heater unit.

Figure 4
Part and part family numbers are marked at the bottom
of individual slots. This means even new workers know
where to place finished parts. It also makes it immediately apparent if a part is missing for an assembly.

Figure 5
This cart holds parts that require forming, as well as the
job jacket detailing the tools and precise setup needed for
each component. Tools placed on a separate cart can be
wheeled where needed. All this helps reduce wasted motion and shorten setup time.

gious. For instance, after the sheet metal CPI team
began meeting regularly, engineers and designers
began to see how communication and quality improved. Soon engineers developed their own team.
“Who facilitates these teams? It really could be
anybody,” Kisslinger said. “It doesn’t have to be
someone from the office. For instance, a design
technician in the engineering department had a
passion for these improvement concepts. He’s not
an engineer, but he facilitates that team.”
Here that positive employee engagement germinates. Multiple teams collaborate with each other
as well, fostering teamwork across the organization.

Communication Is Paramount
Rob Huddleston, a technician in the company’s
prebuild department, which handles fastening and
spot welding of subassemblies, pointed to one of
the company’s latest heating units. At first glance it
doesn’t look like anything out of the ordinary, but a
closer look would impress anyone who works with
sheet metal. Most portions of the product require
no welding. In fact, all weld seams were replaced by
either a bend or fastener.
This engineering change has had dramatic effects
on productivity, product quality, and process reliability. Not only do these products require little if
any welding, but they also are easier to repair if mistakes do occur.
Say a part is formed incorrectly in the press brake.
That formed part gets welded to another component, then another. Then an operator at the spot
welding station notices that the part won’t fit to
the larger subassembly. So the component has to
be ground off and repaired, or scrapped altogether.
“We had to turn into a kind of body-shop worker
to make everything look like the mistake never
happened,” Huddleston. “Now mistakes are much
easier to correct,” he said. “They don’t happen often, but we are human, after all.”
Scott Moore, a machine operator in the fabrication department, pointed to a table that’s the
result of an idea that embraces this human trait:
the “Education Station” (see Figure 1). During the
LeanFab conference visit, the table had a part with
a flanged frame that didn’t fit properly with mating components. Moore asked, “Is this a fabrication
problem? An engineering problem? Why is this
part wrong? That’s what this table is all about. This
is where we all put our heads together.
“People don’t want to admit that they make
mistakes, of course,” Moore continued. “What the
Education Station has done is change the perception. Mistakes aren’t a problem. They’re an opportunity. We want people to know it’s OK to admit
you messed up, because chances are if you messed
up, somebody else will do the same thing.”
This allows everyone to document and learn
from mistakes and, if needed, change procedures.
In fact, all shop floor procedures are clearly documented within each department. Laminated
binders in plain view serve as a general reference,
with large photos and illustrations taking workers through each stage of the process. This helps
bring new workers up to speed quickly. Workers
also happen to be cross-trained regularly, and clear
documentation helps here as well.

next with all of its components; no more must final
assemblers scurry around the floor to find a missing part.
The company’s punch press and laser marks each
part in-process. The TRUMPF punch press also performs in-process tapping as well as forming, for offsets and flanges, eliminating secondary processes.
Which machine to use—the laser or punch—depends on the schedule, as well as machine capacity
and capability. Moore pointed to a tight grating, or
screen, of small diamonds (see Figure 2).

About Flow
Cambridge does have standard product lines, but
these can be highly customized to fit a customer’s
building or application. That’s why the fabricator
has embraced certain elements of traditional lean
manufacturing and adapted them to fit its highmix operation. This includes single-piece part flow.
Every product may be different, but workers make
sure each product travels from one process to the
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Figure 6
In the batch-processing days, workers would send batches of the same part down the conveyor, which spans the
length of the prebuild department, which puts together
subassemblies for downstream operations. Now they
group different parts together, so workers downstream
can retrieve all the parts they need for a subassembly
in one kit.

Figure 7
Final assembly workers produce eight units a day. After
significant 5S efforts, stations have been organized, and
tools can be seen on boards, not buried in individual toolboxes.
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“The punch can process this screen probably five
times faster than the laser,” Moore said.
Parts are fabricated in kits, which start at the
punching machine and laser. The company typically
cuts all parts required to produce four products. A
cart with four products’ worth of components then
goes to press brakes for forming.
After bending, the brake operator places these
formed parts in four different compartments on
another cart. Each compartment has a full set of
parts required to build one heater. The cart (now
with four formed kits) then is rolled to the next
process. From there all the way to shipping, every
component needed for an assembly flows together
from one manufacturing process to the next (see
Figures 3-5).
About a decade ago, during those batch-processing days, managers decided to install a conveyor
along the length of the prebuild area. Workers
would spot weld all parts needed for a batch of, say,
20 units, send down all of one part needed for the
entire batch, then all of a next, and so on.
This batch-style part flow caused operators to
spend much of their days moving up and down
the conveyor, searching for and retrieving the parts
they needed. Now all parts needed for one subassembly are sent down the conveyor (see Figure 6)
in a group, so technicians receive all the parts they
need immediately.
Have Some “Takt”
Although Cambridge is a high-product-mix operation, it does abide by the principles of takt time, a
drumbeat that matches the pace of manufacturing
with customer demand, whether that demand is internal (downstream operations) or external.
Cambridge’s final assembly workers strive to produce one unit every hour (that is, one-hour takt
time), with the goal of eight units a day—and all

Figure 8
This clock counts down the takt time and shows the current status. At this point in the shift, workers had assembled six of the eight units for the day.

Figure 9
This legend for the company’s central information board
describes the simple color coding used to show the status
of a job or task. This not only includes jobs, but also periodic training events.

workers upstream feed them the parts at the right
time so that they can accomplish this.
They work 10-hour days and get a half-hour
lunch. This leaves an hour-and-a-half buffer, which
is needed because every unit may be different.
Some units may take more than an hour to assemble, some units take less. If workers have extra time
at the end of the day, they can spend it on improvement projects (see Figures 7 and 8).
Cambridge experiences high variability not only
in product mix, but also in demand. To deal with
this, the company has flexible work hours. During
the slow months, employees may
work four 10-hour days, then work either four or five 10-hour days during
the busy months, depending on the
demand level. If times are extremely
slow, as they were during the past
recession, hours may be reduced to
three or four eight-hour shifts.
Such varying demand is also the
reason for a buffer of WIP adjacent
to final assembly—an area of stacked
sheet metal shells. These shells are
produced to a sales forecast, but they
are standard enclosures in which assemblers can insert a wide variety of
internal components. The controlled
WIP buffer ensures that workers in
final assembly can produce all they
can during the busy times. At the end
of the busy season in December, that
WIP buffer is depleted.
Optimal throughput is paramount
during the last five months of the
calendar, because that’s when most
revenue for the year is made. Once a
burden, the cyclical demand now is a
blessing of sorts. The first few months

of the year may be slow, but this is
when CPI teams switch into high gear.
Slow times allow people to regroup,
analyze, and improve.
About People
Eyeing Moore, the sheet metal machine operator, Kisslinger made a
pronouncement. “Is anyone going to
be around December eighth? If you’re
in the area, we’re going to have breakfast with Santa!”

efforts like the Education Station and other visual management strategies (see Figure 9). For instance, a central
board on the shop floor shows every job in process, and
certain colors indicate their status. With a quick glance,
every worker knows where every job stands.
But more than anything, perhaps, is that the 100 employees of Cambridge Engineering treat each other as,
well, people. The roster includes many fathers and sons as
well as mothers and daughters. The manufacturer is like a
family business, just with many families.
Continuous improvement can help make a great manu-

facturing company, but at Cambridge it has also helped
build a better working community. Instead of spending all
their time putting out fires, managers and employees have
at least a little more time to talk to each other about what
makes life fun—like canoeing trips and Santa Claus.
Senior Editor Tim Heston can be reached at timh@the
fabricator.com. For more information on FMA’s LeanFab
Workshop & Tours, call 888-394-4362 or visit www.fma
net.org.
Cambridge Engineering Inc., 760 Long Road Crossing
Drive, Chesterfield, MO 63005, 636-532-2233, www.
cambridge-eng.com
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Moore shook his head and smiled.
“Yeah, I got roped into it.” Laughter all
around.
Introducing the group to Rob Huddleston, the prebuild department
technician, Kisslinger didn’t spout
out his resumé—how many years the
technician had been with the company, and so on. Instead, he talked
about canoeing. “Does anyone here
do canoeing? If so, you’ve got to talk
to this guy!”
Corporate culture historically has
involved, at least in some fashion, an
“us versus them” mentality—be it
this department versus that department, engineering versus manufacturing, or managers versus workers.
According to both managers and
workers at Cambridge, the company
has worked past this mentality. Engineering works with manufacturing.
The sheet metal department works
with painting and final assembly. The
idea is that everyone is on the same
page, and no one should be working to the detriment of anyone else.
At Cambridge, it seems, there are no
fiefdoms.
Collaboration fostered by the CPI
teams helped overcome this. So have
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